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Summary
A study of beverage consumption rates was conducted in the
summer of 1964 in Nashville at selected restaurants. These con-
sumption rates were related to various pricing plans in operation
and to other influencing factors. Costs of serving the 3 principal
beverages were also considered.
Coffee, iced tea, and milk accounted for 81% of all beverage
sales during the 2-week study period. Coffee accounted for 50%
of all beverage sales, thus proving most popular even during the
August study period.
The consumption of milk was significantly greater when of-
fered free with certain breakfast meals in competition with other
beverages. Milk consumption did not prove significantly different
under pricing plans offering milk free with the lunch meal, but
consumption of milk at the dinner meal was significantly greater
in all instances when offered free with the meal. Even when of-
fered at the same price as other beverages or at a higher a la carte
price but offered free with a dinner meal, milk consumption in-
creased significantly.
An analysis comparing restaurants serving primarily tourist
or local trade indicated that the local customers purchased more
coffee at breakfast and the tourist trade purchased more milk at the
breakfast and dinner meals. No other differences were noted.
Based on the assumptions of this study, costs of serving milk
were found to exceed the cost for coffee by $.0203 and those for
iced tea by $.0189 for the initial servings only. Multiple servings,
at no extra cost to the consumer, add to the expense of the restaur-
ant operator. The cost of one serving of coffee, when one free
refill is given, rises to $.0597. If two free refills are given, the
cost increases to $.0798. Cost per iced tea serving, when one free
refill is provided, increases to $.0639.
The inclusion of other costs, overhead or management salary,
would tend to equate the initial serving cost of the three beverages
since coffee and iced tea have a greater proportion of the total
beverage sales.
Additional comparisons showed that consumption of iced tea
and coffee vary inversely with each other as a change occurs in the
temperature. Milk consumption showed little change regardless
of the outside temperature. A comparison of beverages purchased
by size of restaurant and by day of the week showed little dif-
ference in either comparison.
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Sales in Relation to Costs
of Serving Milk, Coffee, and Iced Tea in
Selected Nashville, Tennessee, Restaurants
by
Raymond Humberd and Stanton P. Parry*
Introduction
Market expansion for fluid milk consumption is receiving
greater emphasis than in previous years. The dairy industry has
shown growing concern over declining milk consumption per capita.
The volume disparity between production and consumption requires
government purchases of approximately 28 pounds milk equivalent
per person per year. Per capita consumption, production, and
government purchases, 1935-64, are presented in Table 1.
Public eating establishments are an important outlet for food
and beverages. During 1963, the sales volume for all public eating
establishments in the United States was over $13 billion.] In the
same year, sales of Tennessee public eating establishments were
approximately $178 million.2
The beverage pricing plan used by the restaurant, the manner of
menu presentation to the consumer, the attitude adopted by restaur-
ant employees, and promotional activities by the restaurant all in-
fluence the demand for and cons~mptjon of milk and competing
beverages.
One study estimated that while a 13% share of total fluid
milk consumption is consumed away from home, only 1.7% is
consumed in public eating establishments. Another 8% of the
total is consumed at schools.3 This is one factor that leads to the
belief that expansion of the fluid milk market is possible.
4
*Assistant in Agricultural Economics and Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics.
'United States Bureau of the Census, Census of Business. 1963. Retail Trade: United States
Summary (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1965). pp. 1-8.
'United States Bureau of the Census, Census of Business. 1963, Retail Trade: Tennessee
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1965). pp. 44-5.
'Wendell E. Clement, Use and Promotion of Dairy Products in Public Eating Places,
Economic Research Service, United States Department of Agriculture, Marketing Research Report
No. 626 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1963), p. 2.
Table 1. Annual United States per capita production, consumption
and government purchases, milk equivalent, 1935-64
--,---_._-_._-----
Consumption Consumption
total milk fluid milk Carryover
Production equivalent and cream G'nd excess
Year per capita per capita per capita production
-----_ .._ ...._--- ----~-
Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb.
1935-39 (ovg.) 821 802 330 19
1947-49 (ovg.J 793 742 359 51
1952 733 700 352 33
1953 755 691 347 64
1954 753 699 348 54
1955 744 706 348 38
1956 742 702 348 40
1957 728 685 343 43
1958 708 680 335 28
1959 689 666 328 23
1960 680 651 322 29
1961 682 638 310 44
1962 675 635 308 40
19631 659 628 308 31
19642 654 626 306 28
._-------
Ipreliminary
'Partly forecast
Source: Economic Research Sen'ice, United States Department of Agriculture, Dairy Sit-
uation. DS-303, November, 1964, Table 8, p. 21.
Restaurant operators commonly charge from 5 to 15 cents
more for milk than for competing beverages when served with a
meal. In many instances, the price differential also extends to a la
carte orders. The reason usually indicated for the higher price
per milk serving is the higher product cost of milk to the restaurant
owner. Also milk is viewed as a service to the customer rather
than a traffic builder for other sales.4
The specific objectives of this study were to determine in
selected Tennessee restaurants (1) the present restaurant pricing
policies for milk, (2) the effectiveness of different pricing proposals
on the consumption of milk, and (3) the costs involved in prepar-
ing and serving coffee, iced tea, and milk.
Procedure
A personal interview survey of 35 restaurants in Nashville
was completed during June, 1964, to determine restaurant-pricing
policies for beverages and the extent of restaurant cooperation to
be expected for a more intensive study during August. A complete
·Ibid •• pp. 4-5.
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list of all food ~ervice establishments for Davidson County was ob-
tained from the Hotel and Restaurant Inspection Division of the
Tennessee Department of Conservation and Commerce. Cafeterias,
drive-in restaurants, and establishments specializing in other than
food sales were excluded.
The results from the initial survey are presented in Tables 2
and 3. All restaurants indicated that the same pricing policy was
in effect throughout the year.
A sample of six restaurants was selected for intensive study
during the 2-week period beginning August 10, 1964, and ending
August 23, 1964. The sample was selected from the restaurants
interviewed during the initial survey. Restaurant selection for
the study sample was based on present beverage pricing plan, extent
of owner cooperation, and number of customers per day. A seventh
restaurant was added during the second week. Intensive study
restaurant characteristics are presented in Table 4.
Collection of Data
A case study approach was deemed appropriate because of the
opposition encountered among restaurant operators to the initial
proposal of rotating experimental pricing plans at random among
selected restaurants. Customer dissatisfaction was the reason ex-
pressed for not wanting to use experimental pricing plans.
Guests' checks for three meals at each restaurant were col-
lected, audited, and recorded each day.5 Meal times were scheduled
to correspond in each restaurant as closely as possible. Individual
opening and dosing times make it impossible to standardize each
meal time completely. But average collection times were: break-
fast 6-11 a.m., lunch 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., and dinner 5-10 p.m. Each
beverage was counted and recorded as being purchased with a meal
or at the a la carte price. If a beverage was purchased with a
meal, there was either a reduced charge for the beverage or there
was no charge at all.
All beverages other than milk, coffee, or iced tea were recorded
as "other." If no beverage was purchased, a distinction was noted
whether or not an entire meal had been purchased and it was re-
corded as "none with a meal" or "none a la carte."
The total value of each guest check was also recorded by type
of beverage purchased. Due to time and space limitations, price
ranges were constructed and values recorded accordingly.6
'See Appendix A.
'See Appendix A.
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Table 2. Number of restaurants using specified beverage-pricing
plans, 35 restaurants, initial survey, Nashville, June, 1964
-------.---~--- ------.--- ---- ~ -~ ~ -~~_- =_ ~--c-========= __:=------------:"_-~ -~~-~-_~-_~~:=..~_--__..-
Size!
Small Medium Large
Coffee, iced tea, and milk 10c;
free coffee refi II
5 2
Coffee, iced tea, and milk 10c;
free coffee and iced tea refills
3 5
Coffee and iced tea 10c, milk 15c;
free coffee refi II
2 o 2
Coffee and iced tea 10c, milk 15c;
free coffee and iced tea refills
2
Coffee 10c, iced tea and milk 15c;
free coffee refi II
o o 7
Coffee 10c, iced tea and milk 15c;
free coffee and iced tea refills
o 2 o
Coffee, iced tea, and milk 15c;
free coffee and iced tea refills
o o
IRes tau rant sizes were arbitrarily set according to the number of customers served per day I
based on owners' estimates: small, those with less than 274; medium, 275-549; large, 550 and
over.
Table 3. Percentage of restaurants using a la carte beverage price
and beverage refill policy, initial survey', 35 restaurants, Nashville,
June, 1964
A la carte price Refill policy'
Beverage 10c 15c Free Extra cha~
Percent
Coffee 97.1 2.9 97.1 2.9
Iced tea 71.4 28.6 48.6 51.4
Milk 48.6 51.4 0.0 100.0
'Refill policy refers to beverage purchased a 10 carte or with a meal.
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Table 4. Characteristics of restaurants selected for intensive
study period, Nashville, August, 1964
00
Type Size in Beverage equipment IPricing plan
I
Type I Typeowner- customers Iced cream sugarship daily Clientele tea Coffee Milk Iced tea Coffee Milk service service
c
'" g a g'0 '" "'" ii c "Oft c E E E.. " .5 :: " ,,'h ;c E '",.. E ~ " ~ f oJ: f ;; ;;l! ;; '" "0 a. :!: "+ ~ _'" "'- t ;~ •• ;; •• to " .• "i ~ 'i ,. •• ,.,. c '" .. '" a. E E ~'" c .•. ~ ... !•• '" 11\ u" " ,. _c :~ ";:j! ;; :;:: t- v. j.! ;;E ~ aD. •• c •• ,." 0 " •• ••;: ~ ...• 0 ,. ~" 1i .. •• .. .g. "'5l' t u u u u l! u u .•. ,. :a :;•• E ,. . ,. l! l!0 t- 11\ •• ,. 0( ~ Q :;; •• 0 11\ 0 11\ 0 11\ C ~ C ~" ... z ...• 11\ ~ '" ... Cl •• 0( u - - II. - - II. - - II. - -+-- _.- t--- --- ------
B
1 X X X X X X X X D X D X X X
~-- ---
2 X X X X X X X X X D X D X D X X
- r--
3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
4 X X X X X X X X X B X X X
B B B
5 X X X X X X X X L X L X L X X
D D D
6 X X X X X X X X X BL X B X X X
D L
-
7 X X X X X X X X X X D X X X
'Primarily white-collar employees.
-Symbols B,L,D represent breakfast, lunch andlor dinner meals. X means same characteristic applies lor every meal,
Analysis of Beverage Consumption Using
Beverage Pricing Plan
The seven restaurants studied used ten different pricing plans
for beverages. Some restaurants used a different plan for each meal
while others used the same plan throughout the day. A summary of
all pricing plans is presented in Table 5. Plans used for analysis
included major differences in either the a la carte price or an ad-
rlitional charge for milk when purchased with a meal. Since the
study restaurants served a varying number of customers per day,
a testing technique involving the difference between two proportions
was deemed appropriate. The assumptions for using the difference-
of-proportions test are a dichotomized variable, independent random
samples, and a null hypothesis that PUj=PU2.7
The sampling distribution is also assumed to be approximately
normal. A two-tailed test using a 1% significance level with a
calculated Z score was used for determining significance between
pricing plans.
Since a majority of the pricing plans changed with the meal,
the analysis was based on results obtained by meals. Some of the
pricing plans contained only minor differences which were not con-
sidered significant enough to influence the customers' preferences.
Table 6 indicates the results obtained when comparing milk
purchased under Plans I and II for the breakfast meal. There
was a significantly higher proportion of milk purchased under Plan
II even though milk was priced 5 cents higher. In Plan I all
beverages were 10 cents. Factors other than the pricing plan
apparently caused this difference.
Table 7 shows that there was a significantly higher proportion
of milk purchased under Plan V when compared to Plan I. Coffee,
iced tea, and milk were all priced the same under both plans but in
Plan V prices were 5 cents higher. Any of the three beverages
was offered free with certain breakfast meals. Coffee consumption
was significantly higher under Plan I while iced tea showed no
significant diffe~·ences. This comparison seems to indicate that
when milk is priced the same as competing beverages and offered
free with meals, there will be a significant increase in consumption
at the breakfast meal.
There was no significant difference in milk consumption when
Plan II was compared with Plan VIII. Milk was priced 5 cents
'Hubert M. Blalock, Jr., Social Statistics (New York: McGraw-Hill Company, Inc., 1960), p. 177.
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Table 5. Summary o,f all pricing plans used by study restaurants,
August 10-23, Nashville, 1964
Plan
code
number
Descri;>tion of
pricing plan
------_ .._---_._--- ._------
Restaurant
and meal'
Coffee, tea, and milk 1Dc
Free coffee refills
Restaurant 7,
Meals 1, 2, 3.
II Coffee and tea 1Dc, milk 15c
Free coffee refills
Restaurant 3,
Meals 1, 2, 3.
III Coffee and tea 1Dc, milk 15c
Free coffee and tea refills
Restaurant 1,
Meal 2.
IV Coffee 1Dc, tea and milk 15c
Free coffee and tea refills
Restaurant 4,
Meals 2, 3.
V Coffee, tea and milk 15c
Free coffee and tea refills
Coffee, tea or milk free with meals
Restaurant 5,
Meals 1, 2, 3.
VI Coffee 1Dc, tea and milk 15c
Free coffee and tea refills
Coffee free with meal
Restaurant 4,
Meal 1.
VII Coffee, tea, and milk 1Dc
Free coffee and tea refills
Coffee, tea, or milk free with meal
Restaurant 2,
Meal 3.
VIII Coffee and tea 1Dc, milk 15c
Free coffee and tea refi IIs
Coffee free with meal
Restaurant 1,
Meal 1.
IX Coffee and tea 1Dc, milk 15c
Free coffee and tea refills
Coffee or tea free with meal
Restaurant 1,
Meal 3.
X Coffee, tea, and milk 1Dc
Free coffee refills
Coffee or tea free with meals
Restaurant 6,
Meals 1, 2, 3.
'Meals I, 2, 3 refer to breakfast, lunch, and dinner, respectively.
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Table 6. Analysis of pricing plans I and II, milk,
breakfast meal, August, 10-23, 1964
Pricing pian
Total
beverage
.ale.....-. ------_._-'-==--
Total
milk
.ale.
Proportion
milk i. of
total
Calculated Z
score
Number Number
Coffee, teo, milk 10c 979 78 .0796
Free coffee refill
II -4.231
Coffee, teo 10c, milk 15c 2,431 318 .1308
Free coffee refill
'Significant at .01 level.
Table 7. Analysis of pricing plans I and V, milk,
breakfast meal, August 10-23, 1964
-----------_ ...--------------------
Coffee, teo, milk 10c
Free coffee refill
979
Total Proportion
milk milk i. of Calculated Z
sale. total score---------
Number
78 .0796
-3.981
342 .1250
--".------
Total
beverage
sale.
Number
V
Coffee, teo, milk 15c
Free coffee and teo refills
Coffee, teo, or milk
free with meal
'Significant at .01 level.
2,735
higher than iced tea or coffee under each plan. The major dif-
ference was that coffee was offered free with meals under Plan
VIII. This is shown in Table 8.
Table 9 shows that there was a significant difference in milk
consumption during lunch when comparing pricing Plan I and Plan
III. All beverages were priced the same in Plan I while 5 cents
extra was charged for milk in Plan III. The larger proportion con-
sumed under Plan I tested significant at the 1% level. The 5 cents
extra charge for milk appears to discourage consumption during the
lunch meal.
Table 10 indicates no significant difference in Plans I and V
during the lunch meaL Although the proportion of milk purchased
tested significant during the breakfast meal, this did not hold true
for lunch.(
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Table 8. Analysis of pricing plans II and VIII, milk,
breakfast meal, August 10-23, 1964
Total Total
beverage milk
Pridn~ __plan ~al!~__ _s_a_le~ _
Proportion
milk is of
total
Calculated Z
score
Number Number
II
Ceffee, tea 1Dc, milk 15c 2,431 318 .1308
Free coffee refill
VIII 1.431
Coffee, tea 10c, milk 15c
Free coffee and tea refills 830 93 .1120
Coffee free with meal
'Not significant at .01 level.
Table 9. Analysis of pricing plans I and III, milk,
lunch meal, August 10-23, 1964
Prldng plan _
Coffee, tea, milk 10c
Free coffee refi II
III
Coffee, tea 10c, milk 15c
Free coffee and tea refi lis
'Significan t at .01 level.
Total Total Proportion
~
beverage milk milk is of Calculated Z
sales sales total score--_.,----------_. __._~----- -------
Number Number
,
;
I1,668 190 .1139
6.301
1,592 89 .0559----_ ..... _ .._- ---
---- ---------
Table 10. Analysis of pricing plans I and V, milk,
lunch meal, August 10-23, 1964
Pricing plan'-- _
Coffee, tea, milk 1Dc
Free coffee refi lis
V
Coffee, tea, milk 15c
Free coffee and tila refills
Coffee, tea, or milk
free with meals
'Not significant at .01 level.
Total Total Proportion
beverage milk milk is of Calculated Z
sales sales total score_.. ----- ----_._--- ---------_.~-~--------
Number Number
1,668 190 .1139
1.791
1,467 139 .0947
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Table 11. Analysis of prIcIng plans II andY, milk,
lunch meal, August 10-23, 1964
Total Totol
beverage milk
Pricing ~ .. ~~~CIJe_s sa~le_s _
Proportion
milk is of
total
Calculated Z
score
Number Number
II
Coffee, tea IOc, milk 15c
Free coffee and tea refills
3,308 310 .0937
V
Coffee, tea, milk 15c
Free coffee and tea refills
Coffee, tea, or milk
free with meals---_.-~_._---~-_._----~-----------
-0.1071
1,467 139 .0947
'Not significant at .01 level.
Results shown in Table 11 are similar to those in Table 10.
Milk is priced the same under both plans except that Plan V offers
milk free with specific lunch meals. The proportion of milk con-
sumed under Plan V was higher but was not significant at the 1%
level.
Table 12 shows that although the proportion of milk consumed
during the dinner meal under Plan I is greater than under Plan II,
the difference is not significant. Plan II charges 5 cents more
per milk serving.
A comparison of Plans VII and X indicates there is a significant
difference in milk consumption when it is offered free with the
dinner meal (Table 13). In both plans, coffee, iced tea, and milk
were all priced at 10 cents. However, Plan VII offered a free
beverage with the meal while Plan X offered only coffee or iced
tea free, charging 10 cents extra for milk. There was a larger
proportion of milk consumed under Plan VII and the difference
proved significant at the 1% level.
The above results are substantiated by data in Table 14. A
comparison of Plans V and IX also indicates greater milk con-
sumption when milk is offered free with the dinner meal. Plan
IX offers iced tea or coffee free with meals while charging 15 cents
extra for milk; Plan V offers iced tea, coffee, or milk free with
the dinner meal. The proportion of milk consumed under Plan V
proved significantly higher.
A comparison of Plans V and X reveal similar results, as shown
in Table 15. A significantly higher proportion of milk was con-
sumed under Plan V where milk was offered free with the dinner
meal.
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Table 12. Analysis of pricing plans I and II, milk,
dinner meal, August 10-23, 1964
Total Total Proportion
beverage milk milk is of Calculated Z
Pricing plan sales sales total score-"."_._~-----
Number i\lumber
Coffee, tea, milk 10c
Free coffee refills 1,502 171 .1138
II 1.341
Coffee and tea 10c
Milk 15c 2,612 265 .1014
Free coffee refills
'Significant at .01 level.
Table 13. Analysis of pricing plans VII and X, milk,
dinner meal, August 10-23, 1964
Proportion
milk is of
total
Calculated Z
scorePricing plan
Total
beverage
sales
Total
milk
sales
Number Number
VII
Coffee, tea, milk 10c
Free coffee and tea refills
Coffee, tea, or milk
free with meal
1,972 221 .1120
x 3.181
Coffee, tea, milk 10c
Free coffee refill s
Coffee or tea free
with meals
620 42 .0677
'Significant at .01 level.
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Table 14. Analysis of pricing plans V and IX, milk,
dinner meal, August 10-23, 1964
Total
beverage
sales
Proportion
milk is of
total
Calculated Z
scorePricing plan
Number Number
v
Coffee, tea, milk 15c
Free coffee and tea refills
Coffee, tea, or milk
free with meal
3,300 418 .1266
IX 3.181
Coffee, teo 1Oc
Milk 15c
Free coffee and tea refills
Coffee or teo free
with meal
1,541 148 .0960
'Significant at .01 level.
Analysis of Consumption Using Tourist
and Local Trade Data
Restaurants were classified into tourist or local trade based on
type of users. Restaurant location, affiliation, and the manager's
opinion aided in the classification. Restaurants 3. 4, and 5 handled
largely tourist trade while restaurants 1, 2, 6, and 7 served primarily
local trade. The separation into these two categories was made to
determine if there was a difference in the type of beverage preferred
by tourists or the local clientele. A significantly higher proportion
of tourists !lUrchased milk at breakfast while a significantly higher
proportion of local clientele purchased coffee. There was no dif-
ference between the two groups in their purchase of iced tea, a
relatively minor drink for breakfast (Table 16). For the luncheon
meal the two groups showed no significant difference in their
consumption of iced tea, coffee, or milk (Table 17). The tourist
trade purchased a significantly higher proportion of milk for the
dinner meal (Table 18).
Comparison of Beverage Purchased by
Average Guest-Check Value
The proportion of coffee, iced tea and milk purchased at various
guest-check values is shown in Figure 1. The data were aggregated
for the dinner meal in seven restaurants for the two-week study
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Table 15. Analysis of pricing plans V and X, milk,
dinner meal, August 10-23, 1964
Pricing plan
Total
beverage
sales
Total
milk
sales
Proportion
milk is of
total
Calculated Z
score
Number Number
v
Coffee, teo, milk 15c
Free coffee and teo refills
Coffee, teo, or milk free
with meal
3,300 418 .1266
X
Coffee, teo, milk 10c
Free coffee refills
Coffee or teo free
with meals
4.241
620 42 .0667
'Significant at .01 level.
Table 16. Analysis of beverage consumption, tourist and local
restaurants, breakfast, August 10-23, 1964
Iced tea---_._-_._-
Restaurant Proportion Z
classification of total Score
Tourist .0079
.601
Local .0091
Coffee Milk----_ ..._--
Proportion Z Proportion Z
of total Score of total Scare
.6496 .1303
10.972 5.973
.7615 .0943
'Not significant at .01 level.
'Significant at .01 level.
'Significant at .01 level.
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Table 17. Analysis of beverage consumption, tourist and local
restaurants, lunch, August 10-23, 1964
Iced tea Coffee
Milk
Restaurant Proportion Z Proportion
Z Proportion Z
classification of total Score of total
score of total score
Tourist .3317 .4092
.0935
1.671 1.002 .77
3
Local .3483 .4196
.0982
lNot significant at .01 level.
'Not significant at .01 level.
>Not significant at .01 level.
Table 18. Analysis of beverage consumption, tourist and local
restaurants, dinner, August 10-23, 1964
l
_._---_. j
Iced tea Coffee
Milk
----_.__ ._-'--~ -- _ .._----- IRestaurant Proportion Z Proportion Z Proportion Z
classification of total Score of total
score of total score
Tourist .2220 .4538
.1197
I
I
3.053
!
1.921 2.252
Local .2085 .4727
.1082
'Not significant at .01 level.
'Not significant at .01 level.
>Significant at .01 level.
period. The guest-check values shown in Figure 1 are the mid-
points of the price ranges used during the guest-check audit (see
Appendix A).
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Comparative Costs of Serving Coffee, Iced Tea, and Milk
In order to obtain the information for a detailed cost analysis,
it became necessary to construct restaurant costs based on
synthesized engineering data obtained from selected private
restaurants, supply firms, utility companies, and institutional
restaurants. Such a theoretical restaurant can be used for more
general application and presents operational costs for detailed
analysis of beverage service not otherwise obtainable. Most of the
assumptions and data used in developing this model restaurant
were based on the results of the 2-week study period in Nashville.
Other data were obtained from Knoxville restaurant and institution-
al sources. Table 19 lists the basic assumptions used in construct-
ing this model restaurant. It was also necessary to obtain prices
paid by restaurants for various items needed for beverage sales.
These prices are presented in Table 20.
This cost analysis does not attempt to allocate a portion of all
restaurant costs to each individual beverage served. Items included
are those that can be directly attributed to each beverage or
attributed via joint costs. Although the beverage would have to
assume a portion of every cost to the restaurant, including manage-
ment salary and overhead, it would not be logical to attempt to
allocate these costs to the individual beverage serving. In this
respect the cost figures presented do not represent the absolute
total costs.
Variable Costs
Total costs were divided into variable and fixed. Variable
costs are those that vary according to the amount of beverage
prepared and sold. The volume and cost of necessary products to
serve 400 customers per day is presented in Table 21. The neces-
sary volume was computed, using the assumptions stated in Table
19. The cost figures are merely multiplications of volume times
price.
Utility costs
The necessary utility costs are shown in Table 22. The original
data for electricity use were taken from a study completed in
Oregon where actual electrical use was measured by means of
meters attached to the equipment.s The restaurant equipment used
was similar to the equipment used in the Oregon study so a direct
'Jerry Colburn and S. Kent Christensen, Comparative Costs of Serving Coffee and Milk in
Selected Oregon Restaurants. Agricultural Experiment Station, Oregon State College, Mis-
cellaneous paper 59 (Corvallis: 1958). pp. 23-24.
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Table 19. Assumptions used for determining costs of serving
coffee, iced tea, and milk, 1964
20
Assumption
400 customers per day'
50.51 or 202 sales
19.75 or 79 sales
10.97 or 44 sales
18.77 or 75 sales
Item
Restaurant Size
Beverage proportion2
Caffee
Iced tea
Milk
Other/none
Beverage characteristics
Caffee 52.3 cups brewed per pound
6-ounce serving per customer
Cream (used by 58 % )S
Sugar (used by 50 % )S
3/4-ounce average servingS
1 level teaspoon per serving
Iced tea 1-ounce teabag brews 1 gallon
12-ounce serving per customer4
Sugar (used by 98 %) Ii
Lemon (assumed 100 % ) tl
3 level teaspoons per serving
1/6 lemon slice per serving
Milk 8-ounce serving per customer
'Average number of customers per day, six restaurants, August 10·23, 1964.
"Actual proportion of each beverage sold during August 10-23, 1964.
sPan-American Calfee Bureau, Dairy Products and Sugar in Coffee in the Unfted State.,
1964 (New York: 1964), pp. 3, 6.
'Includes 6 ounces of tea and 6 ounces of ice.
'Estimated by restaurant owner.
'Lemon slice assumed used or discarded with each serving.
Table 20. Price and wage rates used for determining costs
of serving coffee, iced tea, and milk, 1964
Unit CostItem
Products
Coffee lb. $ .78
oz. .08
gal. .78
qt. .45
doz. .40
lb. .14
lb. .01
---------
Teo
Milk
Cream
Lemons
Sugar
Ice
Lobor
Waitress hr. $1.001
1.001Kitchen hr.
Utilities
Water 100 cu. ft. $ .2721
.0097Electricity kwh
Supplies
Washing compound lb. $ .264
Napkins 200 .234
'Estimated.
relationship between use and electrical requirement was assumed.
It was assumed that the water used for iced tea was heated
in the coffeemaker. Therefore, since iced tea represented 28%
of the combined iced tea-coffee sales, 28% of the electrical use for
the coffeemaker was allocated to iced tea.
The dishwashing cost was allocated to beverages on the basis
of their respective value of the guest check. The maximum valw.~
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Table 21. Volume and cost of variable products required to
serve coffee, iced tea, and milk, 400
customers per day, 1964
==== .._~----
Products Unit
Volume
per day'
Cost per
day
----_ .... --------
Coffee
Cream
Sugar
Water2
lb.
qt.
lb.
cu. ft.
2.76
2.74
.8837
1.26
$2.1412
1.2285
.1232
.0034
$3.4963
$ .2960
.4345
.2818
.2952
.0013
Total
Tea
Lemon
Sugar
Ice
Water2
3.70
1.09
2.02
29.62
.4946
oz.
doz.
lb.
lb.
cu. ft.
.. _----- ---_._---
Total $1.3088
$2.1450
$2.1450
Milk gal. 2.75
Total
lFor 202 coffee sales, 79 iced tea sales. and 44 milk sales.
2For brewing only.
Table 22. Utility costs per day required to serve coffee,
iced tea, and milk, 400 customers, 1964
Item Coffee Iced tea Milk
---------- _. ----------------------_._--._ .._.
Electricity-coffee maker $ .0629
Electricity-coffee warmer .0514
Electricity-iced tea $ 0245
Electricity-milk dispenser $ .0080
Electricity-dishwasher .0064 .0015 .0005
Water-dishwasher .0046 .0011 .0004
------- .._--,-~--
Total $ .1253 $ .0271 $ .0089
added to the guest check by coffee, iced tea, and milk during the
Nashville study was 12%, so 12% of the dishwashing cost was
allocated to coffee, iced tea, and milk. The cost was further alloca-
ted on the basis of proportion contributed to the dishwashing
operation by each beverage.
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The amount of water used was observed in local restaurants
andallocated according to need for the particular beverage.
Laborcosts
The labor costs are presented in Table 23. The costs were
dividedinto two groupings for convenience. The labor necessary
for dishwashing was ascertained in a local restaurant by timing
the actual operation per rack of dishes washed. Total cost for
dishwashing labor was determined simply by multiplication of the
number of racks contributed by each beverage. All other labor
required is included in the "other labor" classification.
The labor requirements were converted from the Oregon study
inwhich a work-sample technique was used.9 A direct relationship
wasassumed to exist between the minutes of labor required and
the number of servings. The greater volume of servings added
to the total labor cost for coffee and tea, although, on a comparative
basis,coffee and tea still require more labor per serving than does
milk.
Table23. Labor costs per day required to serve coffee, iced tea,
and milk, 400 customers, 1964
'Includes preparation, taking order, serving, preparing check, and idle time.
Item Coffee Iced tea Milk
Dishwasher labor $ .7992 $ .2144 $ .0800
Other labor! 2.7330 1.3828 .3261
-~._-~-~.--.
Total $3.5322 $1.5972 $ .4061
~.~~---~ .~ .._----.-
Unit supply costs
The cost for supply elements is shown in Table 24. An alloca-
tionof 12% of the total napkin cost per day was made to beverages.
Thecost was further allocated to coffee, iced tea, and milk according
to the proportion of beverage sales that each represented.
Washing compound cost was allocated according to need in the
dishwashing operation. The cost was determined to be $.0066 per
rack of dishes washed on an average.
Breakage costs were determined as an average cost per serv-
ing from a local restaurant's inventory records. Total breakage
and replacement costs were $.0025 per coffee serving, $.0025 per
icedtea serving, and $.00125 per milk serving.
'Colburn and Christensen, op. cit., pp. 17-18.
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Table 24. Unit supply cost per day required to serve coffee,
iced tea, and milk, 400 customers, 1964
Supply cost elements Coffee Iced tea Milk
Napkins $ .0348 $ .0136 $ .0075
Washing compound .0858 .0211 .0079
Breakage .5050 .1975 .0550
----_._--~ - ·__ 0-·. ___ -----_._ .• --------_._--
Total $ .6256 $ .2322 $ .0704
---- ------
Fixed Costs
Fixed costs are those costs that do not vary with the amount
of beverage served. The costs also remain the same regardless of
the number of customers served. For the purpose of this study,
fixed costs were divided into depreciation and maintenance.
Depreciation
All equipment, except the dishwasher, was depreciated over a
10-year period of time. An ll-year period was used for the dish-
washer. All initial cost estimates and depreciation time schedules
were given by local restaurant equipment dealers. The costs were
then prorated on a daily basis.
Depreciation on each type of beverage equipment was allocated
to the specific beverage. Twenty-eight percent of the coffeemaker
cost was allocated to iced tea. Joint costs also existed for the
dishwasher and water heater. Since beverage returns averaged
approximately 12% of the average guest check, this proportion
of the dishwasher depreciation was assumed by the three beverages.
The cost was then allocated according to proportion of sales each
beverage represented.
An allocation of 10% of the water heater cost was made to
beverages. The assumption was that, since hot water would be
used for other cleaning operations, a smaller percentage would
apply to coffee, iced tea, and milk. The 10% was further allocated
by the proportion each beverage represented of sales. The de-
preciation costs are shown in Appendix D.
!\fain tenance
Maintenance costs were included as fixed costs because of the
inability to measure costs associated with usage. Therefore, the
maintenance costs are average figures prorated to a daily basis.
CostRwere obtained from local equipment dealers. The direct costs
and joint costs were all allocated to coffee, iced tea, and milk in
the same manner as depreciation costs (Appendix D).
Summary of all costs
A summary of all costs associated with initial servings of
coffee, iced tea, and milk is presented in Table 25. The total cost
was divided by the number of guests served each beverage to
determine the cost per serving. Milk had the highest average cost
per serving, $.0599. Milk cost per serving was found to exceed
coffee by $.0203 and iced tea by $.0189.
Labor cost was slightly larger than the product cost for coffee
and iced tea, whereas the product cost itself contributed the largest
percentage to total cost of milk.
Table 25. Summary of all costs required to serve coffee, iced tea,
and milk per day, 400 customers, 1964
Item Coffee Iced tea Milk
Beverage products $ 3.4963 $ 1.3088
.1253 .0271
3.5322 1.5972
.6256 .2322
.1582 .0598
.0698 .0189
$ 8.0074 $ 3.2440
$ .0396 $ .0410 $ .0599
$ 2.1450
.0089Uti Iity costs
Lobor costs .4061
.0704Supply costs
Depreciation .0034
Maintenance .0014
~--~_ ..~~~~~~~-
Total $ 2.6352
Cost per serving!
-~--:--~--:-~~~~_._-~~--~_.
'Based on initial serving only.
Cost of Multiple Servings
The restaurant policy of giving multiple servings of coffee at
no extra charge is a common one. In many cases the same policy
includes iced tea. Rarely, if ever, does the same policy include
milk.
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Coffee
The additional cost incurred when serving one or two free
refills is presented in Table 26. The same procedure was followed
in allocating cost to coffee as was followed in initial servings with
some exceptions.
As allocated, depreciation and maintenance costs would remain
the same regardless of number of beverage sales or refills per day.
It was assumed that the amount of coffee, water, and electricity to
brew the coffee would double in amount. Cream and sugar were
allocated in the same percentage as initially but at a smaller portion
per serving. Napkin use would increase by at least 20% due to
extra spillage. Coffee warmers usually remain in use throughout
the day regardless of number of refills so the same cost was alloca-
ted as for initial servings. The time allotted for making coffee was
assumed to double. Other labor costs were assumed to increase by
30%, except for taking the order, clean-up, and writing the guest
check. These would not increase significantly.
The cost of serving one complete refill was determined to be
$.0201 per serving. Thus, the total cost of serving one cup plus
one refill would be $.05£17. The same procedure was followed for
two refills and the total cost for serving two refills was $.0798.10
'i'Restaurant operators included in the August 10-23, 1964, study period indicated that all
restaurants averaged serving 1.44 cups as free refills per person pel' day.
Table 26. Summary of all costs associated with multiple servings
of coffee, 202 coffee sales per day, 1964
Item
Initial cost pillS Initiol cost pillS
one refill per two refills per
person ~~~~~~~~~pe~rs_an~~_
Beverage products
Utility costs
Labor costs
Supply costs
Depreciat;on
Maintenance
$ 6.5508
.1893
4.4100
.6915
.1582
.0698
$ 9.6053
.2532
5.2878
.7574
.1582
.0698
Total $12.0696 $16.1317
Cost per serving
Initial cost per cup
Additional cost
$ .0597
.0396
.0201
.0798
.0396
.0402
Iced tea
A summary of costs for an iced tea refill are shown in Table
27. A method similar to the one used for coffee was used to
determine the additional cost for a refill without extra charge.
It was assumed that the amounts of tea, ice, lemon, water
used to make tea, and electricity used for heating water would
double in quantity. A smaller portion of sugar, two teaspoons
per glass, wa~ allocated. Depreciation and maintenance, as for
coffee, remain the same regardless of number of servings.
Also used was the hypothesis that dishwashing costs would
increase by at least 15%, the reasoning being that clean glasses
are assumed to be used for refill servings more frequently than
are clean cups used for coffee. So, with the increased usage,
breakage would be expected to increase also by 150/0.
Labor costs would be expected to increase and they were al-
located in the same manner as with coffee. It was assumed the
time needed to brew the tea would be doubled while the time needed
for taking the order, clean-up, and writing the guest check would
remain the same. Other labor was assumed to increase by 30%.
The cost of serving one complete refill was determined to be
$.0229. If this refill is provided at no extra charge, then the cost
of serving iced tea to one customer increases to $.0639.11
"Restaurant operators included in the August 10-23, 1964, study period indicated that all
restaurants averaged serving .63 glasses of iced tea as free refills per person per day.
Table 27. Summary of all costs associated with multiple servings
of iced tea, 79 iced tea sales per day, 1964
====~.~=-~-~-~-
Item
Cost
___________ O_"_efree refill p,er person
Beverage products $ 2.5192
.0519
2.1365
.2649
.0598
.0189
Utility costs
Lobar costs
Supply cos's
Depreciation
Maintenance
Total $ 5.0512
Cost per serving
Initial cost per gloss
Additional cost
.0639
.0410
.0229
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Competition Between Beverages with
Single and Multiple Servings
A comparison of initial and refill costs for coffee, iced tea,
and milk is presented in Table 28. This study revealed that serving
one free refill of coffee or iced tea made it cost practically the
same as the initial milk serving. The second complete refill of
coffee increased its cost above that (If the initial milk serving.
The C0st of a second refill of iced tea was not determined, since
offering these free was not common practice.
The popularity of coffee leads to the pricing plan that provides
refills at no extra charge to the consumer. Since coffee represents
approximately 50% of all beverage sales, the volume of sales made
to coffee consumers is obviously greater than sales made to iced
tea or milk consumers. Also, since the beverage cost is only
approximately 12% of the average guest check, the financial re-
turns are based on the meal purchased. Coffee is used as a trade
builder, and the beverage-pricing plan is oriented toward a larger
volume of meal sales.
Iced tea, especially during the summer season, could also be
described as a trade builder although it is not nearly as popular
as coffee.
No economies of scale in beverage costs were noted in determin-
ing additional costs for coffee and iced tea refills. The largest
portions of additional refills would add approximately the same
amounts to total cost.
The restaurant serving a large number of customers could
better afford to serve free refills than the smaller restaurants,
since the added costs could be spread over a larger number of meals.
Also, since free coffee refills may add volume, the restaurant ser-
ving higher priced meals could better afford to provide refills at
no extra charge.
Table 28. Comparison of initial and refill serving costs of coffee
and iced tea with initial serving cost of milk
c.=====
Cumulated cast.._--_. __ ... '----
One complete Two complete
refill refills
Coffee
Iced teo
Milk
$ .0396
.0410
.0599
$ .0597
.0639
$ .0798
]Based on 6-ounce coffee cup, 12-ounce iced tea glass and a-ounce milk glass.
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Appendix A
Development and Application of the Study Schedules
operators was used to obtain the in-
formation.
Schedule lC was developed to use
in auditing the guest check!l. A
separate schedule was completed for
each meal in each restaurant. Ep.ch
beverage purchased was recorded as
"purchased with meal" or "pur-
chased a la carte." If the beverage
was purchased with a meal, there
was either no charge for the bever-
age or a reduced charge. The total
value of the guest check was also
recorded by beverage purchased.
Details of the sc~edules are shown
on the following pages.
Three separate schedules were
developed and used for obtaining
data pertinent to the beverage study.
Schedule lA was used for the
initial survey completed in June. The
schedule was printed on cards for
ease of handling and interviewing.
All schedules were completed by per-
BOnalinterview.
Schedule IB was designed to ob-
tain specific beverage information
from the restaurants used during the
Intensive 2-week study period. A
personal interview of restaurant
University of Tennessee
Department of Agricultural Economics
Schedule lA
R. H. 6-15-64
Code number
Name _
Restaurant Name
I
Street Address, _
Present beverage pricing plan (Check) Iced 1ea 5c l0c 15c__
Milk
5c__ lOc__ 15c _
5c__ ' _lOc __ 15c__
Coffee
Is this pricing plan followed throughout the year? Yes (
If no, state other plans used _
No (
Do you provide free beverage refills? Coffee Yes No ) ;
Iced tea Yes ( No ) ; Milk Yes ( No (
Approximate number of customers served daily: Breakfast _
Lunch and Dinner _
Is your establishment primarily cafeteria style ). restaurant style ( ),
or other ( ) ?
Would you be willing to cooperate with the University of Tennessee on
a study of costs involved in serving different beverages? Yes
No
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Date : _
Auditor:
University of Tennessee
Department of Agricultural Economics
Schedule IB
R.H. 7-16-64
Beverage Cost Study-1964
Name' _
Restaurant Name
Street Address .
I. Present beverage pricing plan Iced tea 5c lOc__ 15c__
(a la carte) Coffee 5c lOc__ 15c__
Milk 5c__ l0c __ 15c __
II. Do you provide free beverage refills? Coffee Yes ( No );
Iced tea Yes ( NoNo ( ) ; Milk Yes (
III. Method of listing beverage on the menu if purchased
with meal (check):
Iced tea Coffee Milk
Choice of beverage with meal, no extra charge
Choice of beverage with meal, extra charge
(Include amount)
Beverage for meal listed separately
Beverage not listed on the menu
(amount extra)
IV. l<Jquipment used tor coffee making and/or warming
(describe - include capacity).
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V. Equipment used for iced tea (describe - include
capacity and form of tea).
VI. Special equipment used for milk (describe - include capacity).
[secure a copy of daily menu]
VII. Method used for dispensing cream (include type and size container).
Used as cream: Homogenized milk . half-half (coffee cream) _
Evaporated milk synthetic cream (I.e. coffee-rich) _
Other . _
VIII. Method used for dispensing sugar (typ.e sugar and container) . _
IX. Restaurant clientele
X. Size of serving
Coffee cup ________ oz.
Iced tea glass ________ oz.
Milk glass ________ oz.
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SEPARATE SCHEDULE EACH MEAIJ
Date: _
Auditor: _
University of Tennessee
Department of Agricultural Economics
Schedule le
R.H. 7-16-64
Guest Check Audit-1964
Manager's name, _
Restaurant Name
Street Address, _
Total Humber guests (each meal)
Meal (check) Breakfast _ Lunch Dinner _
I. Where beverage purchased with meals
NoneOtherMilkIced tea Coffee
II. Where beverage purchased a la carte or a la carte price prevails
Iced tea Coffee Other NoneMilk
III. Total value of guest check
NoneIced tea Coffee Milk Other
-----1-----~,- -----1-----1-----1------
.10- .24
.50- .74
.75- .99
1.00-1.24
1.25-1.49
-----I------I--------------~-------------I------
1.50-1. 74
-----1------ ----------------1----------1-------1------
1.75-1.99
----------- -------------------------~--I-----II-----
2.00-2.24
-----1---------------------------1--------1------
2.25-2.49
2.50-2.74
-----I--------~-----------I-----I,-----l------
2.75-2.99
---+--- -~-----~------------------I------
3.00-3.50
3.50-up
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Appendix B
Beverage Consumption as Related to Daily
Mean Temperature
T he dally mean temperature dur-
ing the 2-week study period varied
from 62 to 81 degrees F. This
temperature range presented the
opportunity to determine the corre-
lation between temperature and the
type of beverage purchased.
Data were plotted using the daily
mean temperature as the dependent
variable and the proportion of each
beverage purchased during the lunch
meal as the independent variable.
Iced tea plotted against tempera-
ture had a linear correlation co-
efficient of +0.712. Coffee and
temperature were related inversely
with a linear correlation coefficient
of -0.792.
relationship
change with
of -.158.
Milk use showed little
to daily temperature
a correlation coefficient
A linear least squares line of re-
gression was fitted to the data. Milk
is least affected by a changing
temperature. Consumption is rela-
tively stabl~ over this temperature
range, and the coefficient of corre-
lation is too small to show a strong
relationship (Fig. 2). However, iced
tea and coffee consumption are af-
fected by temperature changes. Con-
'lumption of iced tea and coffee vary
inversely with each other as a
change occurs in the temperature.
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Appendix C
Other Comparisons of Beverage Purchased
A comparison of the proportions
of iced tea, coffee, and milk pur-
chased by meal and restaurant size
is shown in Figure 3. See Table 2,
page 7, for an explanation of
restaurant size.
Miik increased in proportion pur-
chased as restaurant size increased
for the breakfast and dinner meals.
At the same time, the proportion of
coffee purchased declined as size
increased. There was relatively little
change in iced tea purchased. The
lunch meal showed no consistent
consumption pattern.
Figure 4 compares the beverage
proportion purchased with the day
of the week. The hypothesis was that
consl:mption might be altered by a
change in clientele. It was assumed
that the type of customer would
change from week-day to week-end.
Relatively little change was noted
during the 2-week study period.
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Appendix Table D-1
Depreciation costs per day for coffee, iced tea, and milk
400 customers per day, 1964
MilkItem Coffee Iced teo
Coffee maker $ .1091 $ .0423
Coffee warmer .0136
Iced tea dispenser .0085
1
Milk dispenser
Dishwasher .0334 .0082
I Hot water heater .0021 .0008
I Total $ .1582 $ .0598
I
~
~---~._~~------- ..__ ...,.
I
'Cost is assumed included in product cost.
$ .0030
.0004
$ .0034
Appendix Table D-2
Maintenance costs per day for coffee, iced tea, and milk
400 customers per day, 1964
-----_._.--,-~ ----
Item Coffee Iced tea Milk
Coffee maker $ .0396 $ .0153
Coffee warmer .0164
Iced tea dispenser
Milk dispenser
.,
Dishwasher .0122 .0030 $ .0011
Hot water heater .0016 .0006 .0003
Total $ .0698 $ .0189 $ .0014
'Negligible.
'Cost assumed included in product cost.
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Appendix E
Quantity and Value of Creaming Agents
Utilized in Coffee
One major source of income to
the dairy industry that may often
be overlooked is the utilization of
cream by a large percentage of
coffee drinkers. Fifty-eight percent
of all coffee drinkers in 1964 used
a creaming agent. Dairy products ac-
counted for 57% of the total.
It is estimated that in 1963, 11
billion pounds of milk equivalent
were used in coffee. Also estimated
is that the income received by dairy
farmers in 1963 from the sale of
creaming agents was $450 million.l2
The major uses of milk equivalent
are shown in Appendix Table E-l.
i No consideration of this displaced
use of milk in coffee if milk sales
increase was attempted in this study.
uPan-American Coffee Bureau, Dairy Products and Sugar in Coif •• in the United States.
1964 (New York: 1964), pp. 2-5.
Percent
Appendix Table E-l
Major uses of milk equivalent
Total
Uses Bil/Ions of pounds
-----------
52.6
33.7
14.2
J 1.3
9.7
48.8
26.7
11.3
9.0
7.7
1.9
1.6
Utilized in fluid farm other
than creaming agents
Butter
Cheese
Coffee creaming agents
Frozen products
Fed to farm animals
Miscellaneous
2.4
2.0
125.9 100.0
Source: Pan-American Coffee Bureau. Dairy Product. and Sugar in CoUee in the United
Stat ••• 1964. p. 2, Citing Milk Industry Foundation. Milk Facts (Washington: 1964), p. 18.
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